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Abstract	This	thesis	reports	a	search	for	identifying	the	theoretical	Z’	boson	at	the	LHC.	It	was	assumed	that	the	Z’	 is	created	at	rest,	and	an	algorithm	exploiting	the	geometry	of	the	 decay	 was	 developed	 to	 reconstruct	 the	 mass	 of	 the	 Z’.	 In	 testing,	 it	 was	discovered	 that	 the	 Z’	 is	 boosted	 in	 simulations,	 invalidating	 the	 proposed	algorithm.	 The	 new	 approach	 to	 mass	 reconstruction	 involved	 looking	 for	correlations	between	properties	of	the	taus	and	their	decay	products.	No	successful	algorithm	 that	 reconstructed	 the	 generated	 mass	 of	 the	 Z’	 was	 found.	 However,	analysis	 revealed	 that	 the	difference	 in	PT,	denoted	ΔPT,	of	 the	electron	and	muon	was	 equivalent	 to	 the	 missing	 transverse	 energy	 in	 Z’	 decays,	 but	 this	 was	 not	always	the	case	in	background	signals.	This	suggests	that	ΔPT	can	provide	a	means	of	further	separating	Z’	decays	from	similar	processes.						 				
Thesis	Advisor:	John	Cumalat	-	Physics		
Thesis	Committee:	John	Cumalat	–	Dept.	of	Physics	James	Thompson	–	Dept.	of	Physics	Paul	Strom	–	Honors	Program	 	
	Key	Terms		CERN:		 The	European	Organization	for	Nuclear	Research	is	home	to	some	of	the	largest	and	most	complex	scientific	instruments	in	the	world.	Thousands	of	CERN	affiliates	work	to	answer	questions	about	the	fundamental	nature	of	the	universe.		LHC:		 The	Large	Hadron	Collider	is	the	largest	particle	accelerator	in	operation.	It	collides	Protons	in	a	27	km	tunnel	deep	underground	at	immense	energies.		CMS:		 The	Compact	Muon	Solenoid	experiment	is	a	large,	general-purpose	detector	on	the	LHC.	Data	collected	from	collisions	inside	the	detector	are	used	to	probe	a	wide	range	of	physics.		Beam	Spot:		 This	is	the	region	inside	the	detector	filled	with	proton	collisions,	typically	accurate	to	100	μm	in	x	and	y,	and	to	a	few	centimeters	in	z.		Primary	Vertex:		 The	actual	point	where	particles	collide,	found	by	reconstructing	tracks	of	the	debris	and	performing	a	3D	fit	to	find	an	interaction	point.		Transverse	Plane:	Same	as	the	xy-plane	in	Cartesian	coordinates.	Inside	the	detector,	it	is	the	plane	perpendicular	to	the	beam	tunnel.	























































2.3	Invariant	Mass	Calculation	In	this	project,	the	mass	of	a	particle	must	be	calculated	from	its	decay	products.	This	process	is	not	as	simple	as	adding	the	masses	of	the	daughter	particles.	In	relativistic	kinematics,	the	notation	of	the	energy-momentum	four-vector	is	introduced.	This	resembles	the	position-time	four-vector	used	to	perform	Lorentz	transformations.	This	four-vector,	𝑝! ,	is	defined	as	follows:		𝑝! = 𝐸 𝑐 , 𝑃! , 𝑃! , 𝑃! 		(Contravariant	Form),	
𝑝! = 𝐸 𝑐−𝑃!−𝑃!−𝑃! 					 	 							(Covariant	Form),	
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where			𝐸 = 𝑚!𝑐! + 𝑃!𝑐!		We	need	both	the	contravariant	and	covariant	forms	in	order	to	calculate	the	invariant	mass:	
𝑀 = 𝑝!𝑝! = 𝐸!𝑐! − 𝑃!	
𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ       𝑃! = 𝑃!! + 𝑃!! + 𝑃!!	This	formula	is	invariant,	so	it	yields	the	same	value	in	every	reference	frame.	In	the	context	of	this	project,	we	have	one	parent	particle	that	decays	into	two	daughter	particles.	There	is	always	a	reference	frame	in	which	a	single	particle	is	at	rest,	i.e.	𝑃 = 0,	so	the	invariant	mass	of	the	parent	particle	is	equal	to	its	rest	mass.	Since	energy	and	momentum	are	conserved	in	the	decay,	the	invariant	mass	of	the	system	containing	both	daughter	particles	will	be	equal	to	this	rest	mass	as	well.	To	calculate	this,	we	need	the	mass	and	momentum	for	each	daughter	particle.	In	the	case	of	two	decay	products,	this	can	be	expressed	as	two	energy-momentum	four-vectors:	𝑝!(!) = 𝐸(!) 𝑐 , 𝑃!! , 𝑃!(!), 𝑃!(!) 															𝑝!(!) = 𝐸(!) 𝑐 , 𝑃!(!), 𝑃!(!), 𝑃!(!) 	Then	the	energy-momentum	four-vector	of	the	system	containing	both	particles	is	just	the	summation	of	the	individual	four-vectors:	
𝑃! = 𝐸(!) + 𝐸(!)𝑐 , 𝑃!(!) + 𝑃!(!), 𝑃!(!) + 𝑃!(!), 𝑃!(!) + 𝑃!(!)     = 𝐸(!) + 𝐸(!)𝑐 , 𝑃(!) + 𝑃(!) 	
		 9	
Now	we	can	compute	the	invariant	mass:	
𝑀 = 𝑃!𝑃! = 𝐸 ! + 𝐸 !𝑐 ! − 𝑃 ! + 𝑃 ! !	
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑃 ! + 𝑃 ! ! = 𝑃 ! + 𝑃 ! ∙ 𝑃 ! + 𝑃 ! 	
	
2.4	Branching	Fractions	of	the	tau	Particles	in	the	Standard	Model	typically	decay	to	a	variety	of	final	states.	Any	valid	Feynman	Diagram	that	can	be	drawn	for	a	specific	decay	has	a	probability	of	occurring.	The	decay	channels,	also	known	as	decay	modes	or	basis	modes,	of	a	particle	represent	the	different	final	states.	The	branching	fraction	of	any	given	decay	channel	is	the	probability	of	seeing	that	particular	decay.	The	principal	decay	of	interest	in	this	project	is	that	of	the	tau	particle.	Taus	have	31	recognized	decay	channels,	i.e.	channels	with	a	non-negligible	branching	fraction.	See	Table	2.1	for	a	list	of	all	the	tau	decay	modes.	The	two	modes	investigated	in	this	project	are	𝜏 → 𝑒!𝜈!𝜈!	and	𝜏 → 𝜇!𝜈!𝜈!	with	branching	fractions	of	17.83± 0.04	%	and	17.41± 0.04	%	respectively	[6].	Fig.	2.2	shows	a	Feynman	diagram	for	this	process.		
	



































Figure	4.1	A	picture	of	the	Z’	decay.	The	blue	dot	represents	the	primary	vertex,	where	the	Z’	was	created	before	decaying	 into	 the	 taus.	 The	 taus	 then	decay	 into	 an	 electron,	 a	muon,	 and	4	neutrinos.	Only	 the	 electron	 and	muon	are	detected.	Our	first	approach	to	solving	this	problem	is	a	geometric	one.	Fig.	4.1	shows	the	decay	of	the	Z’	into	two	tau	leptons,	traveling	back-to-back.	The	negatively	charged	tau	decays	into	an	electron	and	two	neutrinos.	The	positively	charged	anti-tau	decays	into	a	positively	charged	anti-muon	and	two	additional	neutrinos.	The	final	products	that	are	observed	in	the	detectors	are	the	electron	and	the	anti-muon.	Another	version	of	this	process	will	involve	the	positively	charged	tau	decaying	into	a	positron,	with	the	other	tau	decaying	into	an	ordinary	muon.	The	results	are	essentially	the	same:	a	lepton	and	an	anti-lepton	are	observed	in	the	detectors.	With	this	information,	we	look	for	a	way	to	find	the	mass	of	the	taus.			 One	notable	feature	of	Fig.	4.1	is	that	the	slopes	of	the	lines	representing	the	individual	tau	decays	are	equal.	Thus	if	we	can	draw	lines	from	the	primary	vertex	to	individual	points	on	the	trajectories	of	the	electron	and	muon,	we	can	make	direct	comparisons	of	their	slopes.	This	is	the	basis	for	the	proposed	algorithm.	The	equation	that	must	be	satisfied	is:	𝑒! − 𝑧!(𝑒! − 𝑥!)! + (𝑒! − 𝑦!)! = 𝑧! − 𝜇!(𝑥! − 𝜇!)! + (𝑦! − 𝜇!)!	where	 𝑒! , 𝑒! , 𝑒! = 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛!𝑠 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ	
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𝜇! , 𝜇! , 𝜇! = 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑢𝑜𝑛!𝑠 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ	𝑥!,𝑦!, 𝑧! = 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑥 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡	Here	the	(ez	–	zo)	term	represents	the	rise	of	the	slope	and	the	term	in	the	denominator	is	the	run.	The	primary	vertex	is	the	reconstructed	interaction	point	that	trajectories	are	traced	back	to.	Points	on	the	electron	and	muon	paths	are	given	by	the	equation	of	the	line	that	describes	them,	which	is	determined	geometrically.	This	formula	essentially	draws	a	line	between	the	primary	vertex	and	every	point	on	the	electron’s	trajectory,	and	then	calculates	the	slope	of	these	lines.	It	then	does	the	same	for	the	muon’s	trajectory	and	compares	the	slopes.	If	the	slopes	are	equal,	then	the	lines	described	by	these	slopes	must	represent	the	path	of	the	tau	particles,	which	decay	back-to-back	to	conserve	momentum.	From	here	the	distance	that	the	individual	tau	particles	travel	before	decaying	can	be	calculated,	which	can	be	used	to	estimate	the	combined	energy	of	the	taus.	One	potential	problem	of	this	algorithm	is	the	possibility	of	multiple	lines	having	the	same	slope.	In	Fig.	4.1	it	is	clear	that	any	point	can	be	chosen	on	the	decay	paths	of	the	electron	or	muon	and	a	line	can	be	drawn	through	the	primary	vertex	such	that	it	intercepts	the	other	lepton’s	trajectory.	It	is	important	to	note,	however,	that	this	diagram	shows	the	process	in	two	dimensions.	The	trajectories	of	the	leptons	also	have	a	component	in	the	z	direction,	which	goes	into	the	page	in	the	diagram.	Now	there	will	be	at	least	one	point	on	each	trajectory	such	that	a	line	can	be	drawn	between	them	that	will	go	through	the	primary	vertex.	However,	there	is	nothing	strictly	preventing	other	such	points	to	exist;	they	are	just	very	unlikely.	For	instance,	if	neither	tau	particle	acquires	any	momentum	in	the	z	direction,	then	their	
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Figure	4.5	The	Z’	creation	 is	determined	to	be	part	of	a	Drell-Yan	process,	 in	which	 individual	quarks/gluons	within	the	protons	interact	to	create	the	Z’.	This	does	not	change	the	decay	of	the	Z’,	but	does	allow	it	to	have	a	boost.			 This	process	is	slightly	more	difficult	to	work	with	because	it	can	allow	the	Z’,	when	it	is	created,	to	have	a	wide	range	of	momentum	values.	It	also	means	that	the	simple	geometric	picture	that	we	started	with	(Fig.	4.1)	is	incorrect.		The	algorithm	that	had	been	developed	at	this	point	cannot	work	with	the	new	picture	of	the	Z’	decay,	so	it	had	to	be	discarded.	There	are	no	obvious	ways	to	solve	this	problem	geometrically,	since	there	are	a	few	different	geometric	pictures	describing	the	same	decay.	Instead,	correlations	between	the	measured	quantities	of	the	electron	and	muon	and	the	tau	are	investigated.			 	
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4.2	Early	Fits	For	PZ	and	PT	In	order	to	compare	the	momenta	and	energy	of	the	taus	to	the	electron	and	muon,	each	individual	tau	must	be	matched	with	its	daughter	particle.	This	is	easily	done,	as	they	must	have	the	same	charge.	The	code	used	to	create	histograms	was	modified	to	match	parent	and	daughter	particles	by	simply	comparing	the	signs	of	their	charges.	The	equation	used	to	calculate	the	mass	of	the	di-tau	system,	and	hence	the	mass	of	the	Z’,	requires	the	momenta	of	each	individual	tau	(see	background):	






































































𝜃 = cos!! 𝑃!,! ∙ 𝑃!,!𝑃!,! 𝑃!,! 	
	










Figure	 4.18	These	plots	 compare	 the	 ratio	 of	 transverse	 to	 total	momentum	 for	 the	 taus	 and	 their	 daughter	particles.	In	both	cases,	there	is	a	very	strong	correlation	between	these	quantities,	suggesting	the	electron	and	muon	travel	in	the	same	direction	as	their	parent	particle.	Both	of	the	plots	in	Fig.	4.18	show	a	strong	correlation	between	the	quantities,	and	a	Mathematica	fit	shows	the	slope	to	be	equal	to	1.	So	the	fraction	of	the	total	momentum	that	is	taken	up	by	the	transverse	momentum	is	the	same	for	the	taus	and	their	daughter	particles.	Since	this	fraction	represents	the	cosine	of	the	angle	separating	transverse	and	total	momentum,	it	is	likely	that	the	angle	is	the	same	for	the	tau	and	its	daughter	particle.	To	test	this,	the	sine	of	the	angle,	represented	by	PZ/Ptot,	is	compared	for	the	taus	and	their	daughter	particles	as	well.			
	














Figure	4.21	These	plots	compare	the	total	momenta	of	the	taus	to	their	respective	daughter	particles.	The	plots	show	that	there	are	a	wide	range	of	momenta	that	the	electron	and	muon	can	have	for	a	given	tau	momentum.	These	plots	do	not	show	a	correlation	in	the	total	momenta.	Since	the	total	momentum	can	be	rewritten	in	terms	of	PT	and	PZ,	we	technically	have	6	total	unknown	variables.	We	can	also	use	our	correlations	and	assumptions	to	construct	6	equations	relating	the	variables,	so	we	might	be	able	to	find	new	correlations	by	manipulating	them	algebraically.	The	equations	that	relate	the	variables	are:	𝑃!,!! + 𝑃!,!! = 2.04(𝑃!,! + 𝑃!,!)										𝑃!,!!! + 𝑃!,!!! = 𝑃!,!!! + 𝑃!,!!! 	
!!,!!! !!!,!!!!!,!!! !!!,!!! !!!,!!! = !!,!!!"!,!																	 !!,!!! !!!,!!!!!,!!! !!!,!!! !!!,!!! = !!,!!!"!,!	


































5.	Results		 By	using	the	individual	fits	for	PZ	of	the	taus,	we	can	estimate	the	total	momentum	of	each	tau	with	the	following	formula:	𝑃! = 3 × 𝑃! 	,	where	 𝑃! 	is	the	magnitude	of	the	total	momentum	of	the	lepton	that	the	tau	decays	into,	i.e.	the	electron	or	muon.	This	can	then	be	used	to	estimate	the	transverse	momentum	of	the	tau	with	our	other	relation,	
𝑃!,! = 𝑃!  ×𝑃!,!𝑃! 	Now	a	rough	estimate	of	the	mass	of	the	Z’	can	be	produced	with	the	familiar	mass	equation.	
	
Figure	5.1	Z’	mass	calculated	using	𝑷𝒁,𝝉 = 𝟑×𝑷𝒁,𝒆/𝝁	and	𝑷𝑻,𝝉 = 𝑷𝝉  × 𝑷𝑻,𝒆/𝝁𝑷𝒆/𝝁 	This	can	be	compared	to	the	mass	plot	created	by	calculating	the	mass	of	the	electron	and	muon,	including	the	missing	energy	of	the	event.	
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Figure	9.2	Plots	are	made	comparing	the	combined	mass	of	the	electron	and	muon	to	three	quantities.	 In	the	upper	left	plot,	it	is	compared	to	the	gamma	value	associated	with	the	boosted	taus,	calculated	as	𝜸 = 𝑬𝒎,	where	E	is	the	combined	energy	of	the	taus,	and	m	is	1500	GeV/c2.	In	the	upper	right	plot,	the	eμ	mass	is	compared	to	the	angle	separating	the	electron	and	muon	transverse	momentum	vectors.	The	bottom	plot	compares	the	mass	to	the	combined	z	momentum	of	the	taus.	None	of	these	plots	shows	a	correlation	that	can	be	used	to	reconstruct	the	mass	of	the	Z’,	but	there	are	many	more	variations	that	can	be	tested.		
